
Encora's partnership with Microsoft Azure enables us to offer a streamlined 
solution for modern DevOps practices, enhancing scalability, agility, and 
innovation in software development. Combining this with our cloud 
expertise, global delivery model, solution-focused approach, and lifecycle 
services, we are positioned as an ideal Microsoft Azure implementation 
partner for numerous enterprises. Leveraging our extensive experience 
can mitigate risks and expedite outcomes in Microsoft Azure adoption. 

What we offer:

DevOps Expertise


With over 15+ years of experience in DevOps toolchain implementation, 
release automation, infrastructure as code, monitoring, and cultural 
change initiatives, Encora boasts a seasoned team of certified DevOps 
engineers. Their expertise empowers them to guide and accelerate the 
adoption of DevOps practices within your organization. 

Azure DevOps Consulting


Our consultants, well-versed in leading practices for Azure DevOps, 
prioritize enhancing developer productivity, optimizing release cadences, 
implementing test automation, and refining infrastructure automation 
and monitoring instrumentation. This specialized expertise ensures a 
focused and tailored approach to maximizing the benefits of Azure 
DevOps for specific business needs. 

Multi-Cloud DevOps Support


We offer robust support for sprawling DevOps toolchains and deliver 
solutions that integrates Microsoft Azure with other cloud vendors as well 
as on-premises environments. This flexibility enables organizations to 
leverage a multi-cloud strategy aligned with their diverse infrastructure 
requirements. 

Global Delivery Model


Through strategically positioned delivery centers worldwide, Encora 
employs a global delivery model for DevOps implementation. This 
approach enables the provision of follow-the-sun implementation support, 
ensuring continuous assistance and maximizing engineer productivity 
across different time zones. 

devops proven solutions


DevOps professionals use proven reusable templates, blueprints, pipelines, 
and guidelines honed through 1000+ successful customer engagements. 
These reference architectures provide a reliable foundation for achieving 
optimal results in Azure DevOps implementations. 

discovery and assessment


Encora excels in offering more than just technology; we focus on providing 
holistic business solutions. At the heart of our approach is a detailed 
discovery phase, where we take the time to fully understand the specific 
technologies and business goals of each enterprise we work with. Our 
wealth of industry experience enables us to craft and recommend 
solutions uniquely suited to the distinct needs of each client. 

Encora's blend of cloud expertise, Microsoft Azure partnership, and a global 
delivery model focused on solutions and lifecycle services positions us as a 
prime Microsoft Azure implementation partner for various enterprises. Their 
experience is instrumental in mitigating risks and accelerating Microsoft 
Azure adoption outcomes. 

Why Azure

integrated devops toolchain


Azure DevOps provides a fully integrated suite for seamless DevOps 
operations, including repositories, pipelines, boards, and artifacts, creating 
an environment for efficient management of the entire development 
lifecycle. 

Infrastructure-as-Code 


The provisioning and configuration of Azure resources are streamlined 
with tools like ARM, Terraform, and Ansible, ensuring efficiency, 
consistency, and reproducibility. 

Simplified Multi-Cloud Deployments 


Azure DevOps and Infrastructure-as-Code facilitate smooth transitions 
across various cloud environments, including Azure and on-premises, 
cloud-native applications, and hybrid cloud scenarios, enhancing 
adaptability to business needs. 
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robust monitoring and logging


Azure Monitor, Log Analytics, and App Insights provide comprehensive 
insights into application performance and system health, enabling 
proactive issue resolution and resource optimization. 
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“As software and business needs evolve 
faster, companies are adopting DevOps 
principles to accelerate innovation. This 
enables continuously integrating code 
changes and rapidly improving digital 
experiences. However, simply 
incorporating DevOps practices is not 
enough; there must be complete 
culture change around collaboration, 
automation, and shared ownership 
between dev and ops teams. The 
ultimate goal is developing more 
resilient systems that can deliver new 
features faster without sacrificing 
quality or uptime. With the right people, 
processes and technologies focused on 
rapid iteration, companies can 
substantially shorten delivery cycles to 
market. This empowers them to 
outpace competitors through customer-
driven development and constant 
refinement of digital capabilities”. 
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